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GREEN CHEMICALS
LOW HEALTH HAZARD

Since 1969, CRC has been manufacturing quality 
specialty products in Australia for the maintenance, 
repair, and operating (MRO) industry. 

We pride ourselves on being the leader in product 
quality, performance, and regulatory compliance. 

CRC is committed to using sustainable materials 
while ensuring compliance with prescribed quality 
and safety regulations. Based on the ChemAlert 
Colour Rating System, many of our products are 
rated as green chemicals that pose a low level of 
health hazard for normal use.

The ChemAlert Colour Rating system visually 
indicates a chemical’s hazard level for normal use, 
as mentioned below.

 Green: Low Health Hazard
 Amber: Moderate Health Hazard
 Red: High Health Hazard

Each product is evaluated against parameters 
such as chemical ingredients, product form, 
potential routes of exposure, toxicity, and chemical 
properties to assign an appropriate colour rating to 
the ChemAlert report. 

CRC Technical Support
To see the entire range of CRC Industries products, visit us 
online where you have ease of access to all of our products’ 
information, including Safety Data and Technical Data sheets.  
We constantly conduct on-going updates to ensure you remain 
at the highest level of regulatory compliance. CRC also have 
telephone support available for technical or product inquries 
that require verbal advice.

CRC’s manufacturing of cleaners, lubricants, penetrants and other specialty 
products meet all performance standards, certified to ISO 9001. 

Continually meeting this standard and gaining recertification reflects
our ongoing commitment to quality and consistency.
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FOOD GRADE

Food Grade Silicone Grease
FG3037   |   75ml
Food Grade Silicone Grease is a thin non-curing silicone 
grease. It insulates valves, electrical contacts, spark plugs, 
battery terminals and fasteners from moisture and protects 
against corrosion. It is resistant to oil, water and chemicals and 
will not harden, freeze, dry or melt.

  • Seals, lubricates, protects, insulates and waterproofs

  • Safe on most rubber and plastics

  • Contains no metals

FGSL35905   |   227g

FOOD GRADE

Food Grade Anti-Seize 
Compound

A premium quality Food Grade Anti-Seize Compound 
developed specifically for use in applications where incidental 
food contact is possible, and is composed entirely of 
ingredients that meet NSF H1 requirements. 

  • Odourless, tasteless, non-staining

  • Resists rust and oxidation

Food Grade Water
Based Silicone 
FG03035   |  369g 
Water Based Silicone is a non-flammable, NSF H1 registered 
multi-purpose silicone spray for food processing and 
handling applications. 

  • Non-hardening film minimises corrosion and provides  
    excellent lubricity

  • Reduces galling and friction

Food Grade Synthetic Grease 
FGSL35610   |   397g
NLGI 2 lubricating grease formulated with the highest quality 
synthetic NSF H1 authorised raw materials available. High 
dropping point makes it particularly useful in high temperature 
applications. It also performs extremely well in cold temperature 
applications, as the base fluid exhibits a very low pour point.

  • NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact
  • Water wash-down resistant
  • Resists rust and oxidation

Food Grade Syntha-Tech 
Lubricant 
FG03054   |   312g

Food Zone Silicone Sealant 
FZ14082  |  300ml White  •  FZ14083  |  300ml Clear
FZ14087  |  300ml Grey  •   FZ14088  |  300ml Aluminum

A non-flammable unique blend of synthetic lubricants that
utilises PTFE, anti-wear and extreme pressure additives to
increase equipment life and performance. Its long lasting
film minimises surface contact thereby extending
lubricating intervals.

  • Long lasting film minimises surface contact thereby
    extending lubricating intervals 

CRC Food Zone Sealant is a low modulus silicone joint sealant acetic cure. This highly flexible sealant has excellent adhesion to 
plastics, ceramics, stainless steel, metals and glass. The chemically stable formulations show little change in physical properties 
after exposure to moisture and temperature extremes.

  • Economical for large jobs

  • Convenient screw on nozzle

  • Fast dispensing

  • Cures at room temperature  

Food Grade 
Multi-Purpose Grease
FGSL35600   |   397g
A NLGI Grade 2 aluminium complex-based superior Multi-
Purpose Grease for food processing and handling. It will not 
pound out bearings and bushings during shock loads, and 
contains excellent water resistance, and rust and corrosion 
protection. 

  • NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact

  • Timken OK load of 40lbs

Food Grade Bio Degreaser 
FG05167  | 750ml  •   FG05171  |  5L
FG05172  |  20L
The all new CRC FOOD GRADE BIO DEGREASER is an extra 
heavy duty cleaner formulated to penetrate and dissolve 
tough grease, oil and contaminants for easy  removal – safely.

  • Powerful

  • BioDegradable

  • Non-toxic, non-corrosive and non-flammable

  • PH Neutral

Food Grade Di-Electric Grease
FG03085   |   94g 
Di-Electric Grease is a thin, non-curing silicone compound that 
helps maintain electrical performance by reducing line sag, 
arcing, voltage drops and problems caused by adverse weather 
conditions.

  • Temperature resistant. Maintains performance level year round 

  • Rubber and plastic safe
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CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyBoosterTM

PRODUCT CODE  |  OZBST

A microbial enhancer that can be used to enhance
or “boost” microbial activity in the SmartWasher®
system;  it actually increases the concentration of
Ozzy® (microbes) within the OzzyJuice®. In most
cases, the need for a “boost” will never materialise
but when an overused machine needs a “kick in
the microbes,” so to speak, OzzyBooster™
can do the job.

CRC SmartWasher®

Ozzy Apple ScentTM

PRODUCT CODE  |  3310 - SCENT  
Odour Neutraliser for the SmartWasher®
unit when a different odour is required
or requested - Apple Scent. 

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyJuice®

What is OzzyJuice®? 

OzzyJuice® is a powerful, aqueous based degreasing solution that 
is pH-neutral, non-irritating, non flammable, and non-toxic.  Armed 
with superior cleaning capability, the OzzyJuice® solutions will match 
or surpass the performance of premium solvents without all the 
associated risks. 

Ozzy® microbes keep the OzzyJuice® clean and strong

Microbes (Ozzy®), introduced into the SmartWasher® system through 
the OzzyMat™, eat the grease, oil and other contaminants cleaned off 
the dirty parts, creating the harmless by-products of carbon dioxide 
and water. 

Clean OzzyJuice® means clean parts

The OzzyJuice® cleaning/degreasing solution cleans the dirty parts 
and the Ozzy® microbes clean the OzzyJuice® leaving it strong and 
clean for every use. You should never need to haul away dirty parts 
cleaning fluid again, if the unit is maintained properly, and according 
to the operating instructions.

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyMatTM

PRODUCT CODE  |  FL-4 

Designed for applications with normal to heavy 
usage, the FL-4 Multi-Layer OzzyMat™ has (4) 
white layers and (1) blue layer.  The white layers 
on the mat trap any particulate larger than 50 
microns and should be peeled away once a week 
for optimum performance. The coloured layer is 
the support structure that contains the microbes 
(Ozzy®) and delivers them into the system. These 
microbes (Ozzy®) migrate from the OzzyMat™ 
into the OzzyJuice®,  
located in your  
SmartWasher® tank,  
and break down  
hazardous waste. 

 

SmartWasher® ships completely 
assembled.  The SmartWasher® startup 
kits contains everything you require 
to set up and use your SmartWasher® 
straight away including fluid and filters. 
This pack makes sure you are prepared 
from day 1 to use and maintain your 
SmartWasher® in peak condition.  

SW-23
Mobile Parts/Brake 

Washer

SW-25
Signature Parts 

Washer

SW-28
SuperSink Parts 

Washer

SW-37
Mobile Heavyweight

Parts Washer 7
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CRC Disc Brake Quiet stops brake squeals and squeaks. CRC Disc 
Brake Quiet is an elastomeric multi-polymer compound specially 
formulated to dampen the vibrations that cause disc brake noises. 
It forms a water and high temperature resistance film that will 
absorb noise and quiet disc braking. 

  • Resists cold, hot and water wash off and high
    temperature sling off 

  • Reduces or eliminates squeaks and squeals.

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

Extreme Pressure Anti-Seize 
Assembly Lube 
3331  |  280g  •  3333  |  78g

Copper Anti-Seize & 
Lubricating Compound

CRC Sta-Lube Extreme Pressure Anti-Seize Engine Assembly Lube 
has been specially formulated for sliding or rotational contact 
surfaces, for initial start-ups and break-ins. 

  • Prevents scuffing, scoring, galling and seizing. 

  • Adheres to metal surfaces and remains active over long storage    
    periods preventing rust and corrosion and cushioning close 
    fitting parts

CRC Copper Anti-Seize and Lubricating Compound is a general 
purpose anti-seize lubricant that prevents seizing and galling 
caused by high temperatures, heavy loads, vibration and 
corrosion.

  • Safe for use on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals

  • High Temperature Resistance. Protects parts up to 982° C

Sta-Lube Brake Caliper Grease 
3301   |   71g

Disc Brake Quiet 
5016   |   118ml

CRC Sta-Lube Caliper Grease is a high quality, synthetic brake 
caliper grease that is manufactured with a combination of 
Polyalphaolefin and Pentaerythritol Esters which are then 
thickened with fumed silica

  • Non-melting

  • Resists water contamination, rust and corrosion

  • Reduces binding, vibration, wear and squeal

Trefolex Cutting Compound 
3060  |  500ml  •  3061  |  2L 
Trefolex Cutting Compound is a green coloured, active
cutting compound containing a colloid. It melts slowly as
frictional heat is generated. Trefolex maintains efficient
lubrication throughout operations such as pipe screwing,
hack sawing, tapping, reaming, etc. 

  • It is suitable for all users of hand tools

  • It is ideal for use with stainless steel

Leak Detector 
14503   |   510g  
CRC Leak Detector is formulated for the quick detection of gas 
and air leaks. The water based formula contains no oils, silicones 
or harmful solvents. 

  • Finds leaks fast − highlights all leaks, even under low pressure

  • Non-flammable water based formula − no oils, silicones or 
    harmful solvents

Coil Cleaner Pro 
1752427  |  500g  •   1752428  |  5L
CRC Coil Cleaner Pro is an industrial strength foaming coil cleaner. 
It effectively dissolves grease, oil and sludge from air conditioning 
and refrigeration coils.

  • Industrial strength

  • Low odour

  •Water based

Trefolex HD Cutting Fluid
3065   |   500ml

Weld-Kleen® 350 Anti-Spatter
17089  |  32oz  •  17090  |  1gal
17091  |  5gal  •  17092  |  55gal   

HVAC Leak Detector Pro
1752429   |   510g

Trefolex HD Cutting Fluid is an extreme duty cutting fluid. It 
is a thick fluid that sticks to the cutting tool throughout the 
operation.  Trefolex HD Cutting Fluid is ideal for tapping and 
drilling stainless steel, carbon steel, inconel, monel, hastelloy, 
titanium, aluminium and other alloys and exotics.

  • An extreme duty cutting fluid

  • It is ideal for use with stainless steel

A safe, effective water-based product designed for use on 
most base metal applications.Used by leading manufacturers, 
effective for use in robot torch blow down systems.

  • Economical and safe

  • Biodegradable

  • Non-toxic

  • Paintable

CRC HVAC Leak Detector is formulated to quickly and easily 
detect any gas or air leaks. It quickly and reliably locates leaks 
by forming visible bubbles when applied over any leak.

  • Non-flammable

  • No odour

  • Water based

  • Contains no oils, silicones, or harmful solvents

3145  |  75ml  •  3183 | 500ml
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CORROSION PROTECTION

CORROSION PROTECTION

Evapo-Rust®

EVR1  - 1L  |  EVR5 - 5L

Evapo-Rust® is a non-toxic rust remover for fast and effective restoration. The award-winning 
formula is specifically designed to remove rust, with no scrubbing or sanding required.
It is safe, simple, and easy to use. No need for mixing, the solution is ready to use.

  • Non-toxic, non-caustic & non-corrosive

  • Powerful heavy-duty formula for even the toughest rust 

  • Reusable with long lasting efficacy

  • No fumes or bad odours, non-flammable, no VOC’s 

  • Will not harm unrusted steel, safe on other metals

  • Will not affect plastic, PVC, Viton and non-oxide-based paints
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EVAPO-RUST®

SUPER SAFE RUST REMOVER

Evapo-Rust® is a non-toxic, 
powerful, reusable rust remover for 
fast and effective restoration with 
no scrubbing or sanding required.

Non-toxic
Powerful
Non-scrubbing
Reusable

BEFORE  
EVAPO-RUST®

AFTER 
 EVAPO-RUST®
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GREASES

PROUDLY SUPPORTING MEN’S SHEDS ACROSS  AUSTRALIA
If you looked inside the common Men’s shed across Australia, you might see a number of men making furniture, perhaps restoring 
bicycles for a local school, making Mynah bird traps, fixing lawn mowers or making a cubby house for Camp Quality to raffle. You 
might also see a few young men working with the older men obtaining new skills and learning something about life from the men 
with whom they work. 

At CRC Industries we are proud to support  
these inspired individuals as they help  
communities become stronger.

Di-Electric Grease 
5107  |  8g   •   5109  |  14.2g  
CRC Di-Electric Grease seals, protects and insulates indoor/outdoor electrical
connections and bulbs with a thin, non-curing silicone compound.

  • Waterproofer and insulator for electrical connections

  • Prevents rust and corrosion

  • Technician grade grease

Red Lithium Grease - Cartridge 
1753203   |   450g 
CRC Red Lithium Grease is a multi-purpose, red lithium complex grease that withstands extreme pressures 
and temperature ranges. Formulated with anti-oxidation, anti-rust, and anti-wear additives, it is a highly 
versatile grease for use in both automotive and industrial settings. 

  • Withstands extreme pressures and temperature ranges 

  • Protects against rust and corrosion  
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ADHESIVES & SEALANTS

ADOS RTV Acetic Cure Silicone 
8365    |   310ml

ADOS RTV Acetic Cure Silicone is a single component, fast 
curing, room temperature vulcanising silicone designed for 
glazing applications, general sealing and weatherproofing. 

  • Acetic cure for extra bond and increased strength

  • Permanently flexible

  • Ideal for glazing

MS High Performance Adhesive Sealant
8361  |  400g White  •  8362  |  300g Clear  •  8363  |  400g Black  •  8364  |  400g Grey   
CRC MS Sealant is a high performance, one-component neutral curing adhesive sealant based on MS Polymers. It has 
excellent primerless adhesion to all materials commonly used in the demanding building, construction and engineering 
industries. It is ideal where silicone sealants are not suitable.

  • Excellent adhesion strength to a wide range of substrates used in the building,
    construction and engineering industries

  • Waterproofs, bonds and seals 

  • Paintable – Cured product can be painted with most solvent and water based paints and varnishes

Gasket 340
8629   |   85g

ADOS RTV Neutral Cure Silicone 
8360   |   310ml

ADOS RTV Neutral Cure is a single component, general purpose, 
fast curing silicone formulated to seal and bond most materials. 

  • Neutral cure, non-corrosive

  • Excellent adhesion

  • Bridges up to 8mm

  • Non-corrosive, low odour

  • Quickly forms a flexible, waterproof seal seal at room     
    temperature

ADOS Red Gasket 260 
8380   |   300g 

ADOS Red Gasket 260 is a self-forming room temperature 
vulcanising Silicone that replaces felt, cork, paper, asbestos and 
rubber gaskets. 

  • Continuous service temperature of up to 260°C

  • Makes any size or shape of gasket in minutes

  • Resists cracking, shrinking and vibration

CRC Red RTV Gasket 340 is a self-forming room temperature 
vulcanising Silicone that replaces almost any  
cut gasket, felt, cork, paper, asbestos and rubber gaskets. 

  • Intermittent service temperature of up to 340°C

  • Makes any size or shape of gasket in minutes 

  • Ideal for high temperature high pressure applications

  • Remains flexible and durable
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Surface Sanitiser 
1752080  |  500ml  •  1752089  |  5L   •  1752235  |  20L  

Bio Degreaser
5067  |  750ml  •  5071  |  5L  •  5072  |  20L

5201  |  205L Bulk Pack  •  5202  |  1000L Bulk Pack

                

CRC Surface Sanitiser is a dual action cleaner and sanitiser suitable for almost all surfaces. 

  • Ready to use, no mixing required

  • Sanitises surfaces within minutes

  • Rinse free non-sticky formula

 • Alcohol free, suitable for surfaces sensitive to alcohool (eg. leather, PVC and acrylic glass)

CRC Bio Degreaser is an extra heavy duty cleaner formulated to penetrate
and dissolve tough grease, oil and contaminants for easy and safe removal.

  • Biodegradable

  • Non-toxic, non-hazardous and non-flammable

  • pH balanced & water soluble

CLEANERS

               

OFFICIAL  
PARTNER
MICHAEL PICKENS RACING
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Glass Cleaner
3071   |   500ml
So Easy Fast Acting Glass Cleaner uses a residue free 
formula and is versatile and safe enough to use on your 
most delicate glass surfaces. Strong enough to quickly 
cut through the toughest dirt, dust, fingerprint and haze 
deposits. Biodegradable, ready to use, non-abrasive,
non-foaming, non-flammable, industrial strength
& non-ozone depleting. 

  • Professional strength

  • Non- Foaming. Clings to vertical
    surfaces & minimizes run-off

  • Readily biodegradable

Glass Cleaner
19023   |   1L  
KITTEN ULTRA Glass Cleaner’s fast acting professional 
formula is guaranteed to be safe to use on glass, mirrors, 
perspex and marble benchtops.

  • Acts quickly to remove dirt and grime. 

  • Contains special surfactants to prevent misting. 

  • It is also an ideal fixing lubricant for window seals.  

Glo Wash
19211   |   1L

MOTO Metal Polish
1752436   |   200ml

MOTO Plastic Polish
1752430   |   200ml

Polish & Cleaner
9050   |   375ml
RE-PO Auto Polish and Cleaner is the original car polish 
and cleaner that has been used for over 68 years by 
Australian motorists. This versatile, easy, no-nonsense car 
polish and cleaner is right for any paint finish, no matter 
what age or type. Because of its non-silicone formulation 
it remains a favourite with body shops for removing 
oxidised and perished paint from all surfaces. 

  • Versatile, easy, no-nonsense car polish and cleaner

  • Suitable for any paint finish, no matter what age or type 

Glass Doctor
19125   |   220ml

KITTEN ULTRA Glass Doctor restores glass by

removing water spots, stains and other imperfections

from most glass surfaces. Ideal to use on vehicles,

boats and buildings, shower doors, mirrors, glass

balustrades, gas and wood fireplace glass,

aquarium and terrarium glass. 

 

Wash n Wax
19216   |   1L

KITTEN ULTRA Wash ‘n’ Wax is a two-in-one product, which 
combines a special blend of high quality cleaning agents 
and protective waxes. It removes heavy road grime and 
leaves a protective wax coating on your car as you wash.

  • Inhibits rust forming while you wash your car

  • Use regularly to create a lasting shine 

  • Ideal for boats

APPEARANCE

KITTEN ULTRA Glo Wash is specially designed to keep your 
car looking in showroom condition and is also ideal for use 
on boats. 

  • Helps to preserve your car’s paint and finish by     
    removing stubborn road grime that can become 
    ingrained and cause paintwork to deteriorate

CRC Moto Metal Polish refurbishes metal to its original       
shine, cleaning, polishing and protecting in one easy step. 

  • Refurbishes metal to its original shine

  • Safe on aluminium, stainless steel, chrome, pewter, brass,    

    copper, silver and all other bright-work components

  • Provides long lasting shine and protection

  • If used regularly - can prevent future tarnishing  
    and corrosion

CRC Moto Plastic Polish restores lustre and shine to
plastic surfaces while removing discolouration, stains,

light scratches, and hazing.

  • Safe to use on most plastic surfaces including bug
    shields, instrument clusters, helmet visors, safety  
    goggles, head and taillights
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One Step Tyre Care 
5047 | 1L  •  5048 | 4L   •  5049 | 20L  

Protectant
5041 | 500ml  •  5042 | 4L 

Interior Protectant
19022   |   500ml 

One Step Tyre Care
19046   |   1L

Liquid Armour
5022  |  500ml  •  5023  |  250ml • 5024  |  4L

CRC Liquid Armour penetrates, protects, preserves and
beautifies vinyl, leather, plastic, rubber, fibreglass, perspex and 
wood. Surfaces regain lustre, life and colour and receive long 
lasting UV protection. Treated surfaces will not attract dust. 

  • Helps prevent cracking, fading, discolouration
    and premature aging

  • Enhances your vehicle’s deep, rich look

APPEARANCE

So Easy One Step Tyre Care penetrates the rubber tyre wall 
and dries to a clear protective film. No rinsing, no wiping, 
no rubbing. So Easy makes tyres look like new again. 

  • Penetrates the surface to remove grime

  • No rinsing, wiping or rubbing

  • Superior results

So Easy One Step Tyre Care penetrates the rubber tyre wall 
and dries to a clear protective film. No rinsing, no wiping, no 
rubbing. So Easy makes tyres look like new again.  

  • Penetrates the surface to remove grime

  • No rinsing, wiping or rubbing

  • Superior results

KITTEN ULTRA Interior Protectant forms a barrier on and under 
the surface guarding against cracking, dulling and fading 
caused by penetration of ozone, ultraviolet rays and oxygen.

  • Long-lasting protection

  • Regains lustre and colour, making these surfaces anti-static, 

    repelling dust and dirt

KITTEN ULTRA One Step Tyre Care gives your tyres an 
instant perfect finish. Just spray on. There’s no need to 
brush or wipe.

  • Removes tyre stains and scuff marks

  • Makes tyres like new again

  • One easy spray is all it takes to clean, protect
    and shine your tyres and mud flaps

Auto-Kolone Air Fresheners 
AK10  |  Original 100ml  •  AK25  |  Original 250ml | 
AK11  |  Mountain Air 100ml  •  AK15  |  Vanilla 100ml

Auto-Kolone Air Freshener is a long lasting
deodoriser, formulated to give cars, home or the office
a fresh, clean scent with a choice of three fragrances.

  • Original fragrance

  • Mountain Air fragrance

  • Vanilla fragrance

Tyre Black 
19123   |   500ml

KITTEN ULTRA Tyre Black is an easy way to make 
tyres, black rubber, car mats and mud flaps look 
new again.  

  • Contains water resistant waxes

  • Keep your tyres looking good for longer

MOTO Quick Wash
1752435   |   500ml

CRC Moto Quick Wash effortlessly creates a deep  
shine on paint, chrome & plastic. 

  • Waterless bike wash

  • Spray on, wipe off

  • Polishes, shines & protects

  • Provides long lasting protection

  • Two easy steps - spray on, wipe off

  • Removes dust, finger prints and minor swirls effortlessly
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